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Objectives
Objective #1: Identify patients who are appropriate for cancer genetic risk
assessment in light of broadening genetic testing criteria and the
availability of multi-gene panel testing.

Objective #2: Describe the interaction between tumor genomic testing and
germline genetic testing in precision oncology medicine.

All cancer is genetic,
but not all cancer is inherited.

Approximately 5-10% of cancers
are due to inherited gene
mutations.

Features of Hereditary Cancer

• Multiple family members with the same or related cancers
• Early age of onset (generally prior to age 50)

• Bilateral or multifocal cancers
• Multiple primary cancers in a single individual
• Certain rare cancers or tumors
•

e.g., male breast cancer, medullary thyroid cancer, pheochromocytoma

Features of Hereditary Cancer
• Certain tumor characteristics
•

e.g., triple negative breast cancer, colorectal cancer with certain DNA
mismatch repair deficiencies

• Certain benign neoplasms
•

e.g., >10 adenomatous colon polyps, cutaneous leiomyoma

• Certain non-neoplastic features
•

e.g., abnormal skin pigmentation, dental abnormalities, macrocephaly

• Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry
• Mutation identified on tumor genomic profiling that is suggestive of
germline mutation

Updates to Germline Genetic Testing Criteria
• All pancreatic adenocarcinoma (or first-degree relative)
• Prostate cancer
o High-risk
o Very-high-risk
o Intraductal
o Regional
o Metastatic

Updates to Germline Genetic Testing Criteria
• Any cancer type with a mutation identified on tumor genomic profiling
which could have clinical implications if present in the germline

• Any cancer type in which germline genetic testing could inform
decisions for systemic therapy
•

E.g., PARP inhibitor for ovarian cancer, prostate cancer, pancreatic cancer,
HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer

•

E.g., Platinum therapy for prostate cancer and pancreatic cancer

Cancer Gene Risk Levels

High-Risk

Moderate-Risk

Elevated-Risk

• >4-fold increased risk for one or more cancers
• Well-studied, usually associated with a well-defined syndrome
• Established management guidelines
• Often straightforward implications for other family members
• 2- to 4-fold increased risk for one or more cancers
• Fairly well-studied, but may not be associated with a welldefined syndrome
• Limited management guidelines
• Implications for family members not often straightforward

• Ill-defined cancer risks, slight to moderate in most cases
• Not as well-studied
• Limited or lacking management guidelines, management
often based on family history
• Implications for family members often unclear

Multi-Gene Panel Testing

Benefits
➢ Increased mutation
detection rates
➢ Reduced turn-around
times
➢ Cost-effective

Challenges
➢ Increased rate of
variants of uncertain
significance

➢ Clinical utility may be
uncertain for lower
penetrance genes
➢ Unexpected findings

Tumor Genomic Testing vs. Germline Genetic Testing:
Where Do The Paths Cross?
• Germline genetic testing should be offered for any cancer type with a
mutation identified on tumor genomic profiling which could have clinical
implications if present in the germline

Tumor Genomic Testing
•

To identify driver mutations that might
inform targeted therapy for cancer
treatment

Germline Genetic Testing
•

•

To identify an underlying hereditary
cause for an individual’s cancer which
could inform cancer treatment
To predict future cancer risks for
personalized surveillance and
prevention
To inform potential risks to relatives

•

•

Detects somatic mutations but may
also identify germline mutations

•

Detects germline mutations

•

Typically ordered by treating
oncologist

•

Typically ordered by a genetics
provider

•

Performed on DNA from tumor tissue
or circulating tumor DNA in peripheral
blood on an individual with cancer

•

Typically performed on peripheral
blood or saliva of an individual with or
without cancer

•

NGS technology plus other methods

•

NGS technology plus other methods

Indications for Germline Genetic Testing Following Tumor
Genomic Testing

• Patient meets criteria for germline genetic testing based on personal
and family histories regardless of tumor genomic testing results

• Pathogenic or likely pathogenic mutation in a known inherited cancer
susceptibility gene is found on tumor testing
•

Exception: Mutations found in genes that are commonly mutated in cancer
cells (e.g., TP53, APC) – still consider personal and family histories

Figure 1B. Frequency of likely pathogenic somatic and germline variants in
selected genes.
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Indications for Germline Genetic Testing Following Tumor
Genomic Testing
• Considerations:
•

Discrepancies in variant classification between tumor and germline
labs and somatic and germline variant databases

•

Mutation allele frequencies are not always predictive

•

High microsatellite instability

•

Hypermutated tumors

•

Same mutation present in multiple primary tumors from a single
patient

Word of Caution
• Absence of a mutation in an inherited cancer susceptibility gene on
tumor testing does NOT always indicate absence of a germline
mutation
•

Technical limitations

•

Reporting limitations

•

Gene selection

•

Acquired changes in the tumor DNA could mask a germline mutation

•

Rare reversion events leading to loss of germline mutant allele (treatmentrelated?)

Case 1

MSH6+
TP53-

Tumor testing:
MSH6 mutation (45% MAF)
TP53 mutation (27% MAF)

MSH6-

MSH6-

Case 2

APCTP53-

Tumor testing:
MMR IHC normal
(MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, PMS2 present)

APC mutation (53% MAF)
TP53 mutation (57% MAF)

What’s Coming?

• Universal tumor genomic profiling for all patients with cancer?
• Universal germline genetic testing for all patients with breast cancer,
prostate cancer, _________________ cancer?

• Universal paired tumor and germline testing for all patients with cancer?
• Whole exome sequencing for cancer indications?
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